CHOOSING A
Learning Community Executive Council
POSITION

President
Visionary | Planner | Communicator
Ambassador | Relationship-Builder
Acts as the main visionary and leader for executing goals and completing projects

Vice President
Organizer | Administrator | Collaborator
Evaluator | Detailer
Oversees detail-oriented and operational aspects of the LCEC & LCC

Diversity & Inclusion Chair
Advocate | Questioner | Ally
Educator | Storyteller
Prioritize inclusiveness, collaboration, and inter-LC interactions through the lens of diversity, equity, accessibility, and inclusion

Enrichment Chair
Intellectual | Researcher | Learner
Teacher | Bridge-Building
Collaborates to bring research, service, career, and other co-curricular development to LC students

Innovation Chair
Creator | Inventor | Entrepreneur
Maker | Brainstormer
Advocates for the advancement of the innovation and maker culture within the LC program

Recruitment Chair
Presenter | Strategist | Talker
Engaging | Energetizer
Works to build awareness about the LC program both among current students and with prospective and accepted students and families

Social Affairs Chair
Initiator | Person-Centered | Imaginarian
Energizer | Includer
Prioritizes community-building and social development of LC members

Wellness Chair
Empathizer | Mentor | Listener
Care-Giver | Connecter
Emphasizes activities and initiatives which cater to student wellbeing and thriving